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Abstract The role of xyloglucan (XG) in the cell wall of
plants and its technological usability depends on several fac-
tors, pertaining to molecular structure. Therefore, the goal of
this study was to evaluate the nano-structure and self-
assembly of XG by atomic force microscopy (AFM). As the
model, a non-modified xyloglucan from a tamarind seed
(Tamarindus indica L.) was used. Samples were minimally
processed, i.e., treated with low-power ultrasound and studied
on the surface of mica in ambient butanol. AFM topographic
images revealed rod-like nanomolecules of xyloglucan with a
mean height of 2.3±0.5 nm and mean length of 640±360 nm.
The AFM study also showed that XG chains possessed a
helical structure with a period of 115.8±29.2 nm. This study
showed possible-bending of molecules with a mean angle of
127.8±25.6°. The xyloglucan molecules were able to aggre-
gate as cross-like and a parallel like assemblies, and possibly
as rope-like structures. The self-assembled bundles of
xyloglucan chains were often complexed at an angle of
114.2±36.3°.
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Introduction

Xyloglucan (XG) is the most abundant polysaccharide from
the group of hemicelluloses in the primary cell wall of higher
plants comprising of about 20 % of all constituents of dicoty-
ledons [1]. According to the dominating concept of architec-
ture of a cell wall in plants, cellulose and hemicellulose con-
struct a major load-bearing structure where XG has the struc-
tural function affecting orientation of cellulose microfibrils
[2]. Together with pectic polysaccharides, xyloglucan is clas-
sified as a matrix polysaccharide. In cotyledon or some dicot-
yledon seeds it plays the role of a storage polysaccharide [3, 4]
and may be present in the secondary cell wall. The nanostruc-
ture of a xyloglucan polysaccharide determines the cross-
linking mechanism to cellulose microfibrils, i.e., a less
substituted backbone of XG (fucosyl branching), the greater
capability for binding to cellulose [5, 6]. The arrangement of
XG chains contributes to a higher rigidity of the wall. This
biopolymer is a heteropolysaccharide possessing the back-
bone composed of 1,4-β-D-glucose. In the backbone, three
out of four glucose residues are substituted with 1,6-α-D xy-
lose, which are about 70 % of glucosyl residues [7]. Addition-
al residues, in form 1,2-β-D galactose, may be attached to
xylose, depending on the origin of xyloglucan. Fucose can
attach to outer galactose residue. A xyloglucan chain has a
ribbon-like, twofold helical conformation [8, 9]. XG, as a
cross-linking material, coats the surface of cellulose microfi-
brils, although some of them may penetrate and disrupt the
microcrystalline parts of cellulose molecules [10].

Tamarind seeds are one of the most abundant sources of
xyloglucan and commonly used as a storage of commercially
available polysaccharides. Tamarind XG (like many other
polysaccharides) is water-soluble, but its individual macro-
molecules tend not to fully hydrate, thus supramolecular ag-
gregated chains remain present even in very diluted solutions
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[11]. The diversity of the possible side chains of a xyloglucan
backbone determines the functionality and physico-chemical
properties, like water solubility or gelling capability, therefore;
currently tamarind xyloglucan is used e.g., as a gelling agent,
an emulsion stabilizer or as a food thickener [4]. XG, like
many other biopolymers, is potentially important in commer-
cial and medical applications. Xyloglucan is also a source of
biologically active oligosaccharides and was indicated as an
antitumor factor [12, 13]. Lately, XG has been found as a
material for the preparation of edible, non-toxic, biodegrad-
able and transparent films for various applications especially
in the controlled release of drugs and cosmetics [14–17].

Tamarind XG was examined by X-ray scattering and light
scattering [11] to evaluate its structure or by chromatographic
methods to estimate XG size and molecular weight [3, 18].
Most of the studies on tamarind xyloglucan also focused on
the rheological or physico-chemical properties of chemically
modified molecules [16, 19, 20]. Recently, AFM was used to
study the structure of individual hemicelluloses extracted from
the cell walls of fruit [21, 22]. So far, only a few experiments
have been devoted to nanostructure characterization of natu-
ral, chemically non-treated, xyloglucan molecules or hemicel-
lulose (understood as components of few hemicellulosic poly-
saccharides) from fruit [21, 23].

Thus, structural characterization is still indeed important
since it determines the function of XG in plants and function-
ality for commercial use in food systems. In this paper, we
would present the structural characterization of xyloglucan
molecules with a particular emphasis on assemblies which
could be formed by the XG molecules. For this purpose the
XG molecules from tamarind seeds, as a model system, were
studied with an atomic force microscope, where it is possible
to obtain a nanometre resolution [24–29]. To study the struc-
ture of individual polysaccharides with AFM, molecules must
be adsorbed on the mica [30–37]. Before placement on mica
we applied weak ultrasound treatment and low dilution of an
XG solution to obtain individual non-highly-aggregated mol-
ecules for an objective analysis. This method gave useful to-
pographical information about the structure of XG rod-like
molecules and their assemblies. Our experimental results on
XG structure are in line with previous simulations of molecule
dimensions by molecular dynamics.

Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation

Tamarind xyloglucan from seeds (Tamarindus indica L.) pur-
chased from Megazyme (Bray, Ireland) was composed of xy-
lose, glucose, galactose and arabinose in the proportion of
38:42:16:4. The 1 % (w/v) aqueous solution of the xyloglucan
was diluted 20 times. Then it was stirred for 12 h in room

temperature. Since XG has a tendency for self-association in
aqueous solutions, the diluted sample (1.5 ml) was treated
with low power ultrasounds (vibration amplitude 32 μm
and power 130 W) for 30 s to reduce aggregates and
macroparticles. The ultrasonic processor Vibra-Cell
VCX130FSJ (Sonics & Materials, Inc., Newtown, USA)
with microtip probe of 3 mm diameter was used. The
treatment was optimized to possibly obtain a high yield
of molecule deployment during AFM scanning.

For structure characterization, 5 μl of the xyloglucan solu-
tion was dropped onto the freshly cleaved mica and dried for
1 h in ambient air. This causes adhesion of molecules to sub-
strate which facilitates scanning by AFM tip of biopolymers
[21, 25, 38].

Fig. 1 Method of determination of the height profile of chain-like mole-
cules from an AFM height image. a The red line is a skeleton of XG
molecule drawn from segmented images at a threshold 700 pm b The
dashed red line depicts the height profile, which was determined along the
skeleton. The height histogram was built from the each pixel along the line

Table 1 Characterization of tamarind xyloglucan molecules

Mean value Np N

Height (nm) 2.3 (0.5)a 6672 85

Length (nm) 640 (360) 85 85

Peak to peak distance (nm) 115.8 (29.2) 44 1 (the longest
chain)

Angles

Single molecules (deg) 127.8 (25.6) 19 16

Complexed molecules (deg) 114.2 (36.3) 14 10

Np – number of data used for mean calculation

N – number of analyzed chains
a Standard deviation in parentheses
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AFM Imaging

Topographic observations were performed using the atomic
force microscope Bioscope Catalyst II (Bruker, St. Barbara,
U.S.A.) and semiautomatic PeakForce Tapping mode. The
AFM imaging was carried out in butanol (POCH, Gliwice,
Poland) which reduces undesirable effects appearing during
imaging; decreases adhesion of the tip and reduces influence
of the water layer on the surface [30, 37]. The height images
were taken with resolution 512×512 points and 0.5 Hz scan
rate with use of a silicon probe (Bruker) of the nominal spring
constant 0.4 Nm−1 and the resonance frequency of 70 kHz.
Measured RMS roughness on the mica surface at the same
scanning conditions was 0.3 nm.

XG chains in this experiment were characterized by their
length and height. Molecule height was chosen instead of

width since for a typical AFM tip, the width of molecules is
often even several dozen times bigger than their height due to
so-called Bprofile broadening^ or Btip convolution^ effect
[39]. Additionally, scanning in Z axis is more accurate than
in X-Y due to scanner range size. In the case of chain length,
this effect is not fundamentally important.

Data Analysis

The height images were subjected to the 3rd order flattening in
SPIP 6.0.14 (Image Metrology, Hørsholm, Denmark) before
quantitative analysis. Images were analyzed by self-developed
protocol inMatlab (TheMathWorks, MA, USA). In the image
analysis protocol molecules were segmented from back-
ground. The minima threshold was set at 0.2 nm. Then a
skeleton of the segmented objects was determined [22]. The

Fig. 2 An overview on AFM
height images of tamarind
xyloglucan polysaccharide
chains: individual (a), linked (b)

Fig. 3 Examples of xyloglucan
chains assemblies. a The
connection of one end of a
molecule to another with
doubling the height at the linking
point. b Assembly of a surface
adherence. Adherence one chain
parallel to each other causes
increase of total height. Contact
points or contact surface of chains
are indicated by arrows. c and d
present detailed analysis of the
height (in nanometers) in the
linking parts
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skeleton was used as the mask to the original image to mark
pixels where the heights along the molecules were collected
(Fig. 1). The height histogram was built from each point de-
fined by the skeleton. The skeletonized images were also used
to evaluate the length of molecules. Angles and peak to peak
distances were measured manually in computer image analy-
sis SPIP 6.0.14 software. In the peak to peak analysis, the
heights greater than 4 nm were considered to determine the
distance between two adjacent peaks along the chain.

Results and Discussion

Results of study are summarized in Table 1. AFM height
images presented in Fig. 2 show that pure xyloglucan formed
rectilinear, slender and rod-like chains. In the case of the pre-
sented AFM scans; the fibrils are deposited on a film-like
matrix which covers the mica. A root mean square average
of height deviations of mean data was about 0.6 nm, whereas;
for clean mica it was about 0.3 nm. The film-like deposition
on mica presumably consists of xyloglucan particles partially

solubilized in water after ultrasound treatment. Consequently,
the height of objects was determined relatively to the mean
height of the background. The XG molecules were randomly
spread as individual, separated rods (Fig. 2a) or as bundles of
several chains (Figs. 2b and 3). Despite the ultrasound treat-
ment priory to imaging XGmolecules still showed a tendency
for assembly. Two ways of linking between chains in the bun-
dles were observed. The first way consisted in the linking of
one end of the rod to another one in the middle of its chain
(Fig. 3a). Profile analysis showed that this is rather an overlap
of one molecule on another because the total height in the
linking point was doubled (Fig. 3a and c). In the second way
of assembly, chains were connected along some distance that
also caused an increase of total height (Fig. 3b and d). The
parallel connection of neighboring chains is likely to link the
mechanism of cellulose by xyloglucan where a smooth XG
region adheres by hydrogen bonds to cellulose. This result
also confirms simulations performed on tamarind xyloglucan
chains which showed the ability for parallel-arrangement [40].
The observation that xyloglucan molecules have a tendency to
link is in line with AFM images of hemicelluloses obtained

Fig. 4 The distribution of the length a and the height b of xyloglucan
molecules with fitting curves (Gaussian for the length, log-normal for the
height). NPmeans the number of data from histograms, non-branched XG
chains taken for analyses (for length distribution it is a number of chains,

for height distribution – number of height points along skeleton lines from
all chains); R2 is coefficient of the determination of fitting. Polysaccharide
chains longer than 2 μm have been omitted on graph a in order to show
the essential part of the histogram

Fig. 5 Characteristic angles of xyloglucan assemblies. a bending angle, b complexing angle, c distribution of bending angles, d distribution of the
complexing angles. NP is a number of events taken to analysis
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from Chinese cherries [21]. It suggests that xyloglucan in the
cell wall of plants may form branched structures and in this
way affects cell wall properties.

Image analysis allowed to characterize the dimensions of
tamarind xyloglucan chains (Fig. 4). These characteristics
were obtained for separated XGmolecules and did not include
the increase of height as the result of assembling. A length of
tamarind xyloglucan chains was in a range from 178 nm up to
2 μm and the mean value from the fitting of normal distribu-
tion was 640±360 nm (Fig. 4a). In a studied population of
tamarind XG chains substantial fraction of molecules of the
length ca. 300-1000 nm was noted. A previous study of
xyloglucan from tamarind seeds showed that for trimer the
length of spine was estimated as 3.54 nm (using gyration radii
from SAXS experiment) [40]. Although the value was not
exactly a multiplication of the monomer length it was

concluded that one monomer unit adds approximately 1 nm
to the total length of the spine. Taylor and Atkins [8] have
analyzed the structure of xyloglucan polysaccharide from the
tamarind seed. They have prepared a XG film and by using X-
ray diffraction in order to show the length of XG’s repeating
unit consisting of four D-glucose residues (XGmonomer) was
estimated as 2.06 nm. Small-angle neutron scattering showed
the XG monomer persistence length as 8 nm [18]. It means
that the mean length of tamarind XG molecules obtained in
this experiment agrees with the theory that an XG backbone
may contain from 300 to 3000 glucose units, which corre-
sponds to the length from 0.15 to 1.5 μm, if each glucose unit
is 0.5 nm [41].

The height distribution is presented in Fig. 4b. The height
value of XG, which more accurately represents diameter due
to the lack of the tip convolution effect, was within 0.5–

Fig. 6 a Topographic image of a xyloglucan chain chosen for analysis of
folding. b Periodicity on XG fiber. c The bending place with a split of
chain in two chains. d Distribution of peak-to-peak on XG chains (NP

means the number of data from histograms, R2 is coefficient in the

determination of fitting); e A profile of the case where a helical structure
was untangled (marked in c). f 3D visualization of XG rope-like assem-
bly; gModel of XG rope-like assembly with mean peak-to-peak distance
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7.0 nm. The mean height of XG from the log-normal distri-
bution fitting was 2.3±0.5 nm. A very similar diameter was
found by an AFM study of hemicellulose extracted from a
Chinese cherry [18]. For this material the chain width was
1.06–1.81 nm for ripe soft and 1.65–5.22 nm for ripe crisp
fruit. Mkedder et al. [42] described tamarind xyloglucan nano-
particles prepared in NaNO2, deposited on hydrophilic silicon
substrate and incubated with 1,4-β-endoglucanase enzyme
that their diameter is from 5 to 12 nm. Molecular dynamic
simulations estimated dimensions of XG monomers unit as
1.41-1.49 nm (length) and 0.62–0.75 nm (width) [40], depend-
ing on the number of side-chains. Muller et al. [20] determined
the cross section, of a XG monomer as 0.63 nm. Kochumalayil
et al. [43] estimated by molecular dynamics a simulation radius
of XG monomer perpendicular to chain direction as 0.5 nm.
Thus, the height of XG molecules observed in this experiment
which was higher than 0.5 nm agrees with this result. Moreover,
experimentally observed thickness may be affected by mole-
cules bundling. In our study the single tamarind xyloglucan
chains were linear with occasional bending (Fig. 5a). The most
preferable bending angle was in a range of 130–160° (Fig. 5c)
with a mean angle 127.8±25.6°. The self-assembled bundles of
xyloglucan chains were complexed at preferable angles in a
range of 120-150° with a mean complexing angle of 114.2±
36.3° (Fig. 5b and d).

The folding of a xyloglucan chain is presented in Fig. 6. In
this particular case, a single and very long chain of about
8.32 μm length was flexed in a few points (Fig. 6a). In
Fig. 6b a periodic rope-like structure could be noted with
peaks of 6 nm and hills 3 nm appearing with a mean period
of 115.8±29.2 nm (Fig. 6d). Detailed analysis revealed that
this apparently single molecule was composed of at least two
chains which could be discovered in Fig. 6c in the place where
the chains were untangled. Figure 6e depicts the profile in this
place. The tangling of two strains also explains a higher thick-
ness of this molecule than the mean value (Fig. 6b). The three-
dimensional image of the long folding chain (Fig. 6f) shows a
periodic rope-like structure, which a simple model is present-
ed in Fig. 6g. This rope-like assembly may be one of the
possible linkage mechanisms due to twofold helical confor-
mation of tamarind xyloglucan polymers [8].

Data obtained in this study shed new light on tamarind
xyloglucan molecules. It may self-organize on three ways as
described above. According to the literature, XG chains may
interact not only with cellulose microfibers by hydrogen
bonding, but also by covalent bonds, with pectin polysaccha-
rides [44, 45], which consist of galacturonic acid residues and,
among others neutral sugar residues, such as rhamnose,
galactose or arabinose. So, different arrangements of XG
molecules and structural features revealed in this work
can be used for further modeling of cell wall assembly,
as well eventually for the understanding of food and
bioplastic systems.

Conclusions

The AFM study showed that xyloglucan molecules from the
tamarind seed have a rectilinear, slender and rod-like structure
with a mean diameter of 2.3±0.5 nm andmean length of 640±
360 nm. The AFM study also showed that XG chains possess
a helical structure with a period of 115.8±29.2 nm. The mol-
ecules may bend with a mean angle of 127.8±25.6°. The
xyloglucan molecules are able to aggregate as a cross-like at
a preferential angle of about 114.2±36.3° with parallel like
assemblies, and probably as well as rope-like structures. The
results have shown that AFM is a useful tool to unveil new
features of a xyloglucan polysaccharide structure and its self-
assembly.
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